
COGNITIVE PERCEPTIONS A N D CINEMATIC MODELLING 

STRUCTURING THE MOSAIC 

Visual perception is related to cognitive, psychologically based proc-
esses. Stored knowledge and different assumptions affect visual per-
ception. And perception consists of forming visual concepts, and 
mental representations, and making an image is like producing repre-
sentational concepts on the basis of visual concepts. These concepts 
and representations are structures consisting of essential and special 
features, which can be found significantly modelling the following 
example. 

"The significance of Sunless lies precisely in its openness, both in the 
formal sense that the film's subject-matter becomes indistinguishable 
from its style, and in the dialogical sense that those who see the film 
may gain a new kind of access both to those issues it raises and those 
it elides."288 

In Chris Marker's film Sunless (Sans soleil, 1982) the structure is 
mosaic.289 It is not only a question of images and what might link 
them, but also a question of spaces between the images, relations 
between images in space and time.290 The whole of a mosaic is almost 
invariably embedded in a larger architectural and geographical whole. 
Free-floating images and sounds connect different cultural manifes-
tations, rituals and practices conjuring various time levels. In one 
respect, the history, which Marker observes, is a collective history of 
events, sites and places, but pervading this is a history made up of 
personal memories. Sunless embraces Marker's concerns for the rid-
dled interface between real and imaginary, ideology and representa-
tion, history and memory. It is a hybrid, a composition of nouveau 
roman and ethnographic document.291 

Every documentary has its own specific way of narrating things, a 
voice of its own. Inside documentary Bill Nichols has spoken of po-
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etic mode, which shares a common terrain with the modernist avant-
garde.292 The poetic mode sacrifices the conventions of continuity 
editing and the sense of a very specific location in time and place that 
follows from it to explore associations and patterns that involve tem-
poral rhythms and spatial juxtapositions. Social actors seldom take 
on the full-blooded form of characters with psychological complexity 
and a fixed view of the world. More typically, people function on a 
par with other objects as raw material that filmmakers select and ar-
range into associations and patterns of their choosing.295 The poetic 
mode is particularly adept at opening up the possibility of alternative 
forms of knowledge to the straightforward transfer of information, 
the prosecution of a particular argument or point of view, or the 
presentation of reasoned propositions about problems in need of so-
lution. The poetic mode stresses mood, tone, and affect much more 
than displays of knowledge or acts of persuasion.294 The poetic mode 
began together with modernism as a way of representing reality in 
terms of a series of fragments, subjective impressions, incoherent 
acts, and loose associations. Breaking up time and space into multiple 
perspectives, denying coherence of personalities, and refusing to pro-
vide solutions to insurmountable problems had the sense of honesty 
about it even as it created puzzling or ambiguous works of art.29 ' 

For Marker it is impossible to reconcile the realist status of the im-
ages with their fluctuating status in time. Words and images are car-
ried with meaning, and the narration goes forwards and backwards, 
in a style that reproduces associative thought processes. The film's 
method seems to be the search for the various connections between 
totally different times and places, and at the same time to allow jux-
tapositions of images to resonate suggestively without having a clear 
and prefixed meaning. Marker 's juxtapositions seek to suggest con-
nections, and to put forward different questions. 
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In Sunless an unknown woman reads and comments on letters she has 
received from a friend - a freelance cameraman who travels around 
the world and is particularly attached to those two 'extreme poles 
of survival', Japan and Africa. The cameraman questions himself on 
the meaning of this representation of the world of which he is per-
petually the instrument, and the role of these memories, which he 
helps to form. One of his Japanese colleagues responds in his own 
way by attacking the images stored in memory, taking them apart on 
the synthesizer. A cinema producer takes advantage of this situation 
and makes a film out of it, but rather than casting these people as 
themselves and showing their relationships, both real and supposed, 
prefers to serve up parts of the material in the form of a musical 
composition. From these memories, placed side by side, is born a 
fictive memory... (Chris Marker) 

This is how Chris Marker has described the basic plot of Sunless, a 
deceptively simple description of the film's extraordinary journey 
through time, place and memory. Ostensibly an essay and a trave-
logue in which an unnamed cameraman returns to Japan, the film 
is an at tempt to come to terms with the continuities and changes that 
have occurred within this countrv in the af termath of the Second 
World War. As we follow the cameraman's travels across the country, 
we become aware that, for the cameraman, the places we visit are 
permeated by historical and personal memory.296 

Throughout his narrative Marker points out that Sunless as a film is 
a constructed, construed, and evaluated experience, in broadly the 
same way as any other kind of document. Normative spectators 
might assume this all to be discourse, based upon and referr ing to 
something. What is of ten called realism can't be the reality to which 
it refers. It deals in aspects of semi-abstractions f rom that reality. Far 
f rom one mode of realism fitting all aspects, realism has innumerable 
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modes, each adapted to some special set of elements. The film's con-
cerns and the cameraman's voyages extend far beyond the borders of 
Japan, as Marker seeks to understand how the situation of modern 
Japan relates to broad global changes in the contemporary world. '9 ' 
Hence, it is as a compass point within a field of global relations that 
Marker explores Japanese culture. Exploiting film's ability to blend 
different times and places together into a single strand ot time, he 
interweaves film footage from Japan alongside that of Africa, Iceland, 
France and the United States into an examination of the different 
forms of economic, ecological and cultural organization that coexist 
within the modern world. The film constitutes a critical examination 
of features of the contemporary cultural and political landscape. 

Through the use of his moving camera, Marker shows that move-
ment 's vectors and trajectories commonly override the static features 
of a composition. By this way, Marker creates new, and more cho-
reographic impression of the scenes depicted in Sunless. Movement 
quickly attracts the spectator, and Marker demonstrates that myriad 
movements within a crowd on the streets of Tokyo will be affecting 
through their intricacy, and heterogeneity of configurations and com-
binations. Editing means estimating the broad trajectories of inter-
est within a shot, and across cuts. Marker can magnetise attention, 
and subordinate graphic features to the pictorial ones, so that dif-
ferent compositions are to some extent re-organised around central 
themes. Sunless is also a film about cinema as a conduit for memory 
and history, and it critically explores the relationship between differ-
ent forms of representation. 

Marker is constantly reflecting upon the complexities of the question 
of representation and preservation of history in its various manifes-
tations. He is fascinated by the way in which technological media 
such as audiotape, videotape, photography and film have the ability to 
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trap and trigger impressions and memories, yet, in recording moments 
f rom the past, detach those events from their context or source of 
origination. This theme acquires added dimensions in respect of the 
impact of new technologies ot image making. At one point, the com-
mentary states: 

"I wonder how people remember things, who don ' t film, don ' t pho-
tograph, don ' t tape. How has mankind managed to remember? I 
know, it wrote the Bible. The new Bible will be an eternal magnetic 
tape of a time that will have to reread itself constantly just to know 
it existed." 

Sunless comprises a series of simultaneous verbal and visual reflec-
tions. It is a new form of history for a visual age: a history which 
does not consist of assembling data into some kind of logical argu-
ment, but in ruminating over the possibilities of memory and history, 
personal experience and public events, and the relationships among 
them."'8 Through the form of Sunless, Marker induces a critical dia-
logue between the film and its viewers, forcing the viewer to become 
active in interpreting the significance of what is being shown, and 
to ponder on the film's juxtapositions, rather than passively relying' 
upon the commentary to communicate their significance. And it is 
the fragment that forms the kernel of this endeavour. This concern 
with instigating a reflective consciousness, rather than simply con-
veying a message, is also vividly apparent in the general fo rm ot the 
observations of the commentary. The fragments of the cameraman's 
letters are mostly anecdotal and epigrammatical - indeed, even apho-
ristic on occasion stimulating reflection, rather than closing down 

299 meaning. 

This issue of the fragility of memory saturates the images and com-
mentary throughout the film. The landscape of Sunless is an image 
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world where cultural memory is scarred by an overriding sense oi 
the impermanence of things. The pathway taken in Sunless is not 
straightforward, but a journey through the labyrinth of time, place 
and memory. The history, which Marker relays is a collective history 
of events, sites and places, but pervading this, is a history made up 
of personal memories. In the course of the film, the camera-man 
reflects on his recollections of the political struggles of the past and 
on the different aims and strategies of representation that have in-
formed his filmmaking, frequently invoking and re-examining, the 
sounds, themes and images of his previous films and those films, such 
as Hitchcock's Vertigo (1958), that have left their mark on his work. 
Sunless is constructed f rom letters, impressions, quotations, images 
and film footage from around the globe, Sunless mixes together di-
verse materials: Marker's own footage, both old and new, but also 
clips from other films, interweaving these fragments into a complex 
and fragile whole. 

Sunless uses a narrative form that is based on sending letters f rom all 
over the world. This is a convention Marker had utilized in his films 
of the 1950s.300 Yet, the relatively straightforward use of this form in 
his previous works is, in Sunless, overlaid with more complex dimen-
sions. Whilst in Lettre de Sibérie (Letter f rom Siberia, 1957) Marker 
had constructed the commentary in the first person, opening the film 
with the words "I write to you", Sunless opens in the third person, 
with a female enunciator stating "He wrote me". The film consists of 
a spoken monologue by this unnamed enunciator, who reads and oc-
casionally comments upon fragments of letters sent to her by a simi-
larly unnamed correspondent whom we know from the beginning 
to be a freelance cameraman, but who remains unnamed until the 
end. The letters of the cameraman range from specific impressions 
and reflections upon images, places and events he encounters on his 
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travels, to observations about his planned or aborted film projects, or 
his recollections of the past and speculations about the future. 

An essential feature ot the originality and challenging nature of Sun-
less is the form in which it unfolds its themes. Themes do not emerge 
sequentially but cyclically, discreetly arising out of subtle correspond-
ences and repetitions that the edits establish in the course of the film. 
Marker consciously and consistently undermines any clear hierarchi-
cal structure of the film's elements, replacing this with a more demo-
cratic form of "shifting dominants", in which each moment of the 
film acquires a relative equality. This pertains even to the presentation 
of key imagery within the film. Although, as the film progresses, cer-
tain recurring images become of particular importance in the elabo-
ration of the film's themes - for example, the imagery of destruction 
and death (images of fire, natural disasters and the disasters of war), 
and most especially the imagery of the sea (a metaphor which carries 
many connotations in the film: memory, tlux, death and infinitude) 
- there is no attempt immediately to impose the larger significance ot 
this imagery within the film upon the viewer's consciousness. 

The film's continuity consits of fragments of images, binding together 
footage from his travels across the globe and footage f rom different 
moments in time in a way that stresses the mutability of their sig-
nificance. The images are stitched together into a series of sequences 
of varying length and tempo that establish intricate rhythms, visual 
harmonies and counterpoints within the film, and create gradual 
and sometimes abrupt changes in mood, subject-matter and loca-
tion. Marker's editing does not follow a uniform pattern. Of ten what 
seem to be random shots of the mundane are carefully contrived to 
achieve a particular aesthetic effect. Characteristically, Marker utilises 
the whole expanse of the screen, editing the flow of images with an 
eye to formal symmetry and contrast. In the spectacular scenes of the 
neighbourhood celebrations in Tokyo, for instance, Marker tracks the 
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dancing and parading figures across the entire length of the screen, 
having figures that exit f rom one side of the screen be replaced by 
others entering from the other side, and vice versa. Alternatively, 
in a passage that follows the journey of a train in Tokyo, he edits 
together groups of shots f rom different perspectives, which, like a 
Cubist painting, present the object of attention simultaneously f rom 
an array of alternative points of view. Attention is usually in the object 
which we are looking at, but it is not necessary pointed out into the 
experience. 

Marker demonstrates his mastery of the range of technical possi-
bilities of montage. Marker 's editing is dramatic and follows certain 
narrative line. It's a showpiece of montage. Normally visible editing 
implies no appeal to the spectator to become conscious of the cut as a 
formal event, or of the shot as a formal entity. They are not intended 
to function like alienation effects. Montage editing dynamites the 
illusion. Although in Marker montage deals in successive, separate 
shots, and not one continuing shot, it involves exactly the same visual 
mechanisms and elements. But whereas a single, continuing shot is 
an image with sub-configurations, the sequences are configurations 
some of whose sub-configurations are images. In a sense, the specta-
tor 's eye has less freedom, since the succession and duration of each 
image is controlled, and presumably eye movements cease or dimin-
ish, at least if the editing is fast enough. In another sense, the mind 
has more freedom, since the on-going configuration never presents 
itself as a fixed whole. It is a deduction, or reconstruction from the 
multiplicity of images held together only in the memory. The form 
disappears as fast as it appears, and the structure features space in 
time, but like the single image, it combines looseness in some re-
spects with integration in others. 
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The camera is of ten a visible presence of the inspecting gaze that one 
might imagine. The camera does not need to be turned on or even 
in place for the inspecting gaze to exist; merely its potential to exist 
might have this effect.301 Marker emphasizes the connectionist role 
of a filmmaker concerned with coherent meanings. The spectator's 
mind seems to concentrate more on relationships than differences. 
Marker 's film can achieve an especially intense excitement by tran-
scending images and sounds through a special cutting. A new visual, 
and physical osmosis occurs through his ideas. Film's space-time 
chunks are liquidised, they flow into one another, and similarly they 
are somehow abstracted. As shots replace one another in the same 
screen space, their graphic forms can collide, and visual features in 
one seem to strike against visual features in another. This kind of 
succession as collision depends, not so much on persistence of vision 
whereby the human retina retains an image, but on the mechanisms of 
visual perception. They are hardworking physical structures, and they 
generate physiological sensations. In the kinetic, and physical quality 
of graphic experience, there may well be physiological feedback f rom 
another source, the kinetics of sensory-motor experience. 

The inter-connectionist style of Marker is present throughout the 
narrative.In another passage, footage of an African heron prompts , 
by way of a free association on the part of the commentary, a cut to 
an emu in the Ile-de-France. The camera then focuses in on the eye 
of the emu, then cuts first to the gaze of an African woman and then 
to the eye of the recurring motif of the votive Japanese figurine of a 
cat. These images of the eye link up through the course of the film 
with a host of other images of the eye, and become linked in the com-
mentaries to themes ot power, surveillance, voyeurism, representa-
tion and the magical function of the eye (both the actual eye and the 
"camera eye") in non-Western cultures. The film's fascination with 
the eye is openly thematized by the voice-over, recurring in every-
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thing f rom the credit sequence of Vertigo to the documentation of a 
Japanese ritual. í ü : 

Marker has his own concept of montage, but one can sense the Soviet 
tradition behinti it. One can compare montage to a kind of syllogism 
with different details producing a new context on the level of a single 
mind. This was a mentalist view of the workings of the mind. Psycho-
logically it is a process where the mind tries to make sense of any new 
stimuli by thinking of links, explanations, or denominators between 
them thus reducing diverse or contradictory cues to one consistent 
cue. Maybe this also helped the Soviet directors to create simple gen-
eralisations from physical, and materialistic elements. The dialectic 
of montage is not only within a shot, or between different shots, 
between any details, and their overall context. Through montage one 
can think that cutting is in a way inseparable from selecting the shots, 
and arranging the images, and often it is also a question of staging 
the elements inside and between the shots. Marker 's employment of 
a montage technique, whilst bearing its own very distinctive traits, 
astutely draws on the innovations of Soviet monteurs such as Vertov, 
Kulesov, Eisenstein and Medvedkin. Eisenstein insisted that montage 
could exist, not only in the succession of shots but between the dif-
ferent textures of one image. He analysed montage between music 
and image, so, it was not difficult to expand thinking of montage 
between music and dialogue, or between one line of dialogue and the 
next one. This makes it understandable how one can think that mon-
tage is any sort of intellectual collision out of which new meanings 
might emerge. The dialectical use ot montage editing in early Soviet 
cinema to carry and consolidate a cinematographic message across a 
progression of images is utilised by Marker in a number of sequences 
in suggestive ways 
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For Marker a film rarely aims at self-sufficiency, but rather at com-
munication, which gives priority to ergonomic efficiency, as distinct 
f rom literalism. Almost all discourse (film included) is geared to 
its target audience's knowledge, assumptions, norms, preferences, 
judgements, hypotheses, deductions, in short, ideology or culture. 
This creates a paradox, because the film omits almost everything nec-
essary to its own understanding. It operates within a tissue ot mean-
ing, to which it relates as a social, and historical fact. Its meaning is 
an event, and this off-text substance enables a filmmaker to offer eve-
rything as a continuity, and a succession of cues, clues, and stimuli. 
To say that editing depends on knowledge is to say that it depends on 
implication. To a great extent, the art of editing is the art of anticipat-
ing the spectator's expectations and questions, and at a pace to which 
one can readily adapt. 

Marker is able, through his editing, to create a dialogue between 
them, to examine their different modes of signification and how they 
connect to each other. Marker uses a montage technique to create 
echoes and counterpoints between images, which alternately rein-
force, contradict or intensify each other. Any one sequence or series 
of images may establish an array of relationships as the film progress-
es. Whilst these examples demonstrate Marker 's use of editing to 
control tightly the unfolding of a sequence, his editing of ten veers in 
an opposite direction. Fragments of footage are of ten purposefully 
displaced, Marker sharply inter-cutting images in a way that defers 
their meaning. 

Marker's images are multi-factorial, structured combinations of 
many features. There are moments when Marker 's camera lingers on 
something for the sheer pleasure that its appearance provides. An im-
age can be defined as one thing which looks just enough like another 
to suggest it, or to remind the spectator of it in context. W h e n look-
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ing at pictorial form in Sunless, the spectator sees both the images and 
the scenes, which are depicted. The result is a hybrid, and selective 
compromise. The graphic features have a definite structure, which 
already affects the spectator's perceptual system, and constitutes an 
abstract composition with rudimentary elements of illusion. Through 
this the pictorial reading of sequences becomes a richer array of as-
sociations. To that extent, graphic and pictorial elements constitute 
different visual entities, albeit rooted in the same pictorial features, 
and neither quite separated from the other. In the carnival scenes in 
Tokyo, he scrutinises the intense concentration upon the face of one 
of the dancers. Throughout the film, there is a constant interplay of 
different levels of representation, and this again motivates Marker's 
editing. 

Of ten pictorial signifiers interest the spectator for their reminiscence 
of, and their information about a signified. This is how cinematic im-
ages with their wealth of information are so quickly subliminised. In 
Marker 's film, the graphic structure is primary in the sense of being 
the real, concrete, and present form, the material and physiological 
object of perception. It 's this form, which works upon the perceptual 
mechanisms, and, in some sense, controls, or profoundly influences 
the pictured form. The form and composition of the images concen-
trate the spectator's attention in a particular way. Remarkable is that 
features, which real-life vision scarcely relates, are sharply brought 
together, and into juxtapositions, which do not exist in real-life vi-
sion. Gradually, in the course of the film, one becomes aware of how 
these various sounds, like the film's images, are filtered through a 
synthesizer, which distorts their original sound. Like the zone, which 
translates memories into images, so the synthesizer music transforms 
the array of different musical forms into pure sound, flattening the 
distinctions between them. Thus flat images bring foreground and 
background features sharply together. Pictorial forms direct the spec-
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tator 's attention in certain ways, creating centres and movements ot 
attention, which can criss-cross, and compete. 

In Marker's film the structure of the image re-contexts the appear-
ance of the depicted. The role of music within the soundtrack is in-
terwoven into the thematic of the film. The film derives its title f rom 
a six-part melancholic song-cycle by Mussorgsky, and Marker 's tech-
nique uses counterpoint and repetition to announce themes in a way 
that parallels Mussorgsky's music. Although only a brief fragment of 
Mussorgsky's cycle of songs (a passage f rom "Sur le fleuve", the last 
ot the songs in the cycle, which concerns itself with death) is heard 
in the course of the film, Marker uses the song cycle as a vehicle to 
establish his leitmotif of the fragility of memory. Beyond such explicit 
references, Marker creates a series of discreet dialogues between the 
film and the song cycle, thereby establishing a hyper-textual rela-
tionship between the two. On a formal level, both works display an 
amazing richness in compositional conventions and expressive pos-
sibilities, but use extremely economic means to achieve these aims. 
However, Sunless shares more than simply formal compositional af-
finities with Mussorgsky's song cycle. They share an extensive com-
mon range of imagery and a common mood of melancholy. 

With Marker cuts are major sites of time dimensions. The motive is 
to quicken, and tighten up the concrete time. Time, unlike space, 
has no dimensions, and therefore no perspective. Thus it is more de-
pendent on the logic of implication. In this kind of narrative, concrete 
time intensifies the analogy with real-time successivity. However, cuts 
of ten express simultaneous happenings, and it's quite hard to say 
whether two different shots are concurrent or consecutive. Marker 's 
editing in the Tokyo-cityscape sequence, in its creation of abrupt and 
constantly shifting viewpoints from street level to rooftop, conveys a 
sense of simultaneity, the camerawork re-creating an effect of fleeting 
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glances scanning the city for its characteristic signs. Such ambigu-
ity is optional, and can be excluded if wished. It facilitates small, 
constant, and informal changes between consecutive and concurrent 
actions within a given sequence. In Marker these signs shuttle forth 
in rapid succession, some immediately decipherable, some less so, 
with little in the way of guidance for the viewer. Sometimes such use 
of montage slightly reverses time. In one shot a sudden event, and in 
another a character is distracted from some other activity by it. In a 
common practice, this kind of distraction ol attention is rendered 
by showing some other activity, and then suddenly being distracted. 
Strictly speaking the second shot begins earlier than the first shot, 
and normally a spectator doesn' t experience time winding back. This 
is how Marker captures both the sense of exhilaration and seductive 
allure that the encounter with the city provides, and the strange sense 
of fragmentation, illegibility and disarticulation. 

Marker treats Tokyo's visual elements as exciting and interesting. 
They are in a constant state of oscillation. City's subterranean dimen-
sions are also very important for Marker. Marker creates a kind of 
sonic evocation of the city. Marker's images explore the surface of the 
city through urban landscapes, and through city's various transfor-
mations. Tokyo is noisy, but also silent, and very intimate terrain with 
many-sided cinematic properties echoing visual, and often dreamy 
spaces. The obsession towards media images cerates a kind of halluci-
natory space filled with media images, and cognitive allusions. 

In Sunless Tokyo is represented as a delirious and fraught reality of dif-
ferent appearances, a dystopian 20th century equivalent of the floating 
world of the Edo period. This is a metaphor which finds its concrete 
embodiment in the shots of the many advertising placards of beauti-
ful young Japanese models suspended in mid-air over the city hang-
ing trom invisible wires and cables above the streets and railway lines 
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which run through the city. This intoxicating realm of advertising 
and the mass media invades public space and private thought alike.303 

Here the omnipresent video and television screens that adorn the de-
partment store walls, the computer-generated images, and the huge, 
Western-style advertising billboards and murals taken f rom the comic 
strip books hail to and prevail upon the passer-by, dwarfing them with 
their monumental scale. There is more than a suggestion in such im-
agery of the way in which the modern city acquires the character of a 
space of surveillance. The huge images adorning the city's billboards, 
featuring figures looking out of the posters, cast their gaze across the 
city, voyeurising the voyeurs. Equally, the erotically-charged images 
of young women and comic-strip heroines, on a scale inflated out of 
all proportion, seem starkly to counterpoint the impersonality, con-
straint and conformity that reign over the street-life below, as though 
they were the projections of repressed desires. In one of the most 
telling images, the reflections of a mass of figures in the subway are 
absorbed within the giant billboard image of a fashion model. 

As the narrator continues: "More and more, my dreams find their 
settings in the department stores of Tokyo, the subterranean tunnels 
that extend them and run parallel to the city. A face appears, disap-
pears, a trace is found, is lost, all the folklore of dreams is so much in 
its place that the next day, when I 'm awake, I realise that I continue 
to seek in the basement labyrinth the presence concealed the night 
before. I begin to wonder if those dreams are really mine, or if they 
are part of a totality, of a gigantic collective dream of which the en-
tire city may be the projection. It might suffice to pick up any one 
of the telephones that are lying around to hear a familiar voice, or 
the beating of a heart - Sei Shönagon's for example. All the galleries 
lead to stations, the same companies own the stores and the railroads 
that bear their name, Keio, Odakyu, all those names of ports. The 
train inhabited by sleeping people puts together all the fragments of 
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dreams, makes a single film of them, the ultimate film. The tickets 
from the automatic dispenser grant admission to the show." 

The images accompanying this commentary show people buying 
tickets for the subway, boarding train compartments, and, once seat-
ed, drifting into sleep, a segment which recalls and brings full circle 
the journey into the city in the film's opening passages.304 As this 
sequence progresses, images of the passengers' sleeping faces are al-
lusively inter-cut with images of the late-night television sequences 
replayed from the night before, suggesting the way in which these 
images of desire and violence become imprinted onto their subcon-
scious thoughts and dreams. The subway sequence is an evocative 
treatment of sleeping, dreaming, and waking as they relate to the ex-
perience of the spectator.305 The passage offers us not only an exam-
ple of the film's intricate use of montage to slip nimbly between the 
realms of desire and the everyday, dream and wakefulness, subjective 
and collective memory, but also an image of a world whose experi-
ence of the real is, in actuality, constantly and imperceptibly shif ting 
between these categories. Marker's quest for the t rue image is an 
ongoing task, since such images are not of ten found, and when they 
are they of ten come by surprise. Marker's hand-held camera seems 
to respond directly to the diegetic world.306 

The commonest forms of in-shot cheating are quick, slow, and re-
verse motions, and their free form relative pixilation, which deletes, 
repeats and inserts individually selected frames, all techniques, which 
Marker uses frequently. Usually the effect is obvious, and in that in-
stance it isn't cheating. It cheats in another sense, when it separates 
concrete and diegetic time, but constitutes also analysis and exposi-
tion, so it's a function of film as discourse. It's discourse time rather 
than concrete time. Nonetheless it can create strange effects of du-
ration. Marker attacks our present understanding of images.3"' The 
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meditation upon the metropolis of Tokyo becomes interwoven with 
a series of commentaries on the economic position of Japan, its po-
litical landscape, and its complex relations to other continents. One 
of the reasons why Marker returns to Japan is that it has arguably 
become the leading manufacturer of the new technologies that are 
transforming our experience of the world. The fascination of Japan is 
the manner in which the impact of new technologies has not simply 
eclipsed previous long-standing cultural customs, but coexists with 
pre-existent cultural patterns, creating a peculiar relationship be-
tween modernisation and tradition. Modernity, wherever it appears, 
does not occur without a shattering of belief, without a discovery of 
the lack of reality — a discovery linked to other realities.508 Marker 
continually returns throughout the film to various sacred observanc-
es and rituals that preserve the practices of the past. Hence, whilst 
pointing to the rapid changes that have taken place in recent Japanese 
historv, he probes the new cultural forms ot modern Japan for symp-
toms of the deeply encoded patterns of the past. Postmodernism 
marks the era in which visual images and the visualizing of things that 
are not necessarily visual has accelerated so dramatically that the glo-
bal circulation of images has become an end itself, especially through 
Internet. Marker's description in Lettre de Sibérie of Siberia as a land 
of contrasts situated between the Middle Ages and the 21 st century 
might provide a fitting epigraph for the analysis of his portrayal of 
Japan in Sunless. 

With Marker the ability to visualize a culture or society almost be-
comes synonymous with understanding it. The film points to the 
coexistence of very different experiences of modernity within the 
global economy. Intercutting images of the highly technologised and 
affluent society of contemporary Japan with images of the rural poor 
of Africa, a contrast is drawn between the processes of modernisat ion 
in Japan and a way of life that involves a daily struggle for survival. 
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On cognitive level, the problem of representing history for Marker 
is bound up with finding another way to write history, one that ac-
knowledges, rather than occludes, the processes of constructing his-
tory; a form of history that finds a place for history's indetermina-
cies, in terms of both the limits of representation and the problems 
that beset our understanding of the temporal. That other way for 
Marker involves an at tempt to convey something of "history's po-
lyphony" and, through the mutability of signification and the refusal 
of closure, to represent story as a living presence. We might say that 
Sunless is a demonstration of such a model of history. Marker's modes 
of presentation within the film represent a critical engagement with 
the question of representation itself. 

SHOT CONNECTIONS 

Julian Hochberg commented that the study of film could prove as 
central to the study of human perception as Renaissance painting 
for the development of rationalism.309 The reading of cuts furnishes 
vivid demonstrations of just how swiftly the mind can process new 
perceptual data, and construct a hypothesis ot their relationship with 
different data. This swiftness in reading and relating a new image is 
a function of "simultaneous parallel processing". The mind seems 
to concentrate on relationships rather than differences. The brains 
may be remarkable efficient, but they are neither magic nor omnipo-
tent. In film form, which is tightly time bound, information must be 
worked out. The reader of a written text may read fast or slow and 
re-read a passage ten times, but most films use the average constant 
understanding speed. 

This does not relegate cinematic narration to some category of coars-
er discourse than the performing arts, music and oral literature. Nor 
should one assume that films impose upon their target audience some 
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